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Bob Swift is back! Having barely survived the deceptive pleasures and menacing dangers of Southeast Asian
street life several years earlier in "Last Bus To Korat," this time the good old boy finds himself in yet another
set of awkward encounters. Now retired and bored out of his skull, Swift is left 'home alone' while his wife
visits her homeland for two glorious months. Stuck in his ways, always ready to speak his piece, and too
damn old to change, this likable fellow rambles through his unmonitored days as he rediscovers the
uncertainties and disappointments of temporary bachelorhood. Living the dream, Swift remembers the
seasoned joke. Old man smiling: "Just got back from a pleasure trip." Friend: "Where'd you go?" Old man:
"Took my wife to the airport!" As the weeks limp by, Bob Swift struggles with the shopping and cleaning
and daily chores, along with unusual lunches and baseball games and cold beers with an assortment of
oddball friends. He gradually begins to miss his dear wife--and not just because there are no clean clothes or
food left in the house. Reminiscing about his decades of marriage he finally begins to appreciate the
astonishing moments that have made for a wonderful life. And for the true meaning of Pleasure Trip.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Sims:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or maybe goal; it means
that publication has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They can be
reading whatever they get because their hobby is definitely reading a book. Why not the person who don't
like studying a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book after they found difficult problem or
perhaps exercise. Well, probably you should have this Pleasure Trip.

Ethel Fung:

Now a day people who Living in the era where everything reachable by match the internet and the resources
included can be true or not call for people to be aware of each information they get. How individuals to be
smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading a book can help
people out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Pleasure Trip book because this book offers you
rich info and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred pct guarantees there is no doubt in it
you may already know.

Patsy Hall:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we would like. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year
was exactly added. This reserve Pleasure Trip was filled with regards to science. Spend your time to add
your knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has diverse feel when they
reading a book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can feel enjoy to read a publication. In
the modern era like today, many ways to get book that you just wanted.

Miranda Wenger:

A lot of people said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a book. They are directly felt the item when
they get a half regions of the book. You can choose the book Pleasure Trip to make your current reading is
interesting. Your own personal skill of reading ability is developing when you including reading. Try to
choose simple book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the idea about book and examining especially.
It is to be initial opinion for you to like to open a book and read it. Beside that the e-book Pleasure Trip can
to be your friend when you're experience alone and confuse with the information must you're doing of these
time.
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